INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS

FURTHER EVENTS

MUNICH CAMPUS

LECTURE WITH ACCOUNTS OF EXPERIENCES

Global Minds,
apply and work abroad

Do you want to go (back) abroad at some point – whether as a student, straight after university or even via a company? There are always opportunities to work abroad short or long-term. The event series “Global Minds” will discuss important things to pay attention to and questions that might come up. Each meeting will present a specific country: its general framework, application process and intercultural challenges.

Registration: www.together.tum.de/events

SEVERAL EVENTS

HFF MÜNCHEN | FREE ENTRY

DIVERSITY FILM SERIES

Discover cultures and expand networks

The Diversity film series was founded 2008 at the TUM Language Center to bring German students closer to other cultures and to show that cultural variety is societally enriching. Since then the series has been run in cooperation with the nearby University of Television and Film (HFF) Munich, where the films are shown in a real cinema. Frequently graduation films of HFF Alumni are shown, who attend the screenings and take the opportunity to discuss with the public – in different languages, as you would expect.

UPCOMING EVENTS

THU. DEC. 07, 2017
7:00 PM
Hebrew film evening,
HFF Munich, free entry
Ushpizin
The film dives into the culture of Jerusalem. With Shuli Rand playing the lead, the film quickly took Israel by storm, becoming a box-office hit and exciting both young and old cinemagoers alike.

TUE. JAN. 23, 2018
7:00 PM
European film evening,
HFF Munich, free entry
Europe, She loves
The film takes a tour of strife-ridden Europe and follows four couples from Ireland, Greece, Spain and Estonia. It deals with love, passion, sex, children and everyday struggles. A film about the politics of love. Director Jan Gassmann will attend to present his graduation film.

“Understanding foreign films on a purely linguistic level isn’t so easy. Visual impressions nonetheless provide a great deal of nonverbal information about how people in other countries communicate with each other. For me, learning this nonverbal communication is also part of a good language lesson.”

Marie Miyayama-Sinz
studied directing at HFF Munich and has since been a Japanese instructor at the TUM Language Center. She organizes the Diversity film series.

SEVERAL EVENTS

SAT. JAN. 20, 2018
11:00 AM
SCHLIERSEE

EXCURSION AND HIKING IN ENGLISH

A winter trek with the entire world

Winter hiking with the whole world. The snow-covered mountains overlooking the deep blue Schliersee form a fairytale backdrop in winter – perfect for an excursion out of Munich! Go on a two-hour hike around the Schliersee with international guests of the TUM... family! Many researchers at the TUM from abroad bring their children along and would be happy to meet other families.

Registration: www.together.tum.de/events

CHRISTINA THUNSTEDT
Chief Instructor, TUM Language Center

“For all students and Alumni interested in living and working abroad, the Global Minds series is ideal for obtaining useful recommendations and information about their chosen countries.”
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